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SMART SUBSTATIONS
Power distribution companies have hundreds of thousands of assets in energy substations. Monitoring and maintaining the
equipment to avoid damage to the power grid is critical. With wireless, low powered and robust sensors this is now easy and
scalable. When cables wear out or split due to overheating they can cause fires. Replacing them is a major expense. Be alerted
before the fire happens.
Improve operations, reduce costs and move towards a smarter power grid with infinity's small and robust wireless sensors. The
sensors are easy to install and require no downtime.
When sensors detect a change on a critical asset, operators can react quickly to re-balance or replace the asset before any damage
is done. Say goodbye to emergency response units arriving to avert a catastrophe. Systems remain online and running smoothly.

WIRELESS SENSORS YOU CAN PLACE ANYWHERE
Wireless sensors attach onto cables, pipes, high voltage fuses and any difficult-to-reach places with small surface areas. Easy to
install & no downtime required. Easily measure Temperature, proximity, motion detection, anti-tampering, door status, water leaks &
humidity of your assets.
Wirelessly transmit the results to your Infinity Insights dashboard. Access information and set up triggers and alerts or use our API to
integrate it into your own or a partner system.

REMOTE SUBSTATION MONITORING - 24/7/365
Typically, employees have to check cable conditions by hand. Most rely on thermal
cameras and perform irregular spot checks. With smart sensors, power companies can
now easily monitor critical assets at scale.

MONITOR
FROM ANYWHERE
Receive text message and email alerts
for around the clock protection

When sensors detect a problem such as high temperatures on a critical asset, operators
can see a spike on their dashboard. They can react quickly to rebalance or replace the
asset before any damage is done. Say goodbye to emergency response units arriving to
avert a catastrophe. Systems remain online and running smoothly.
Eﬀortlessly monitor all of your sites 24 hours a day, 7 days a week and receive
instant alerts should any problems occur.
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